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1 - They're not gonna hurt you
Hello, humans! I am Youkai-Chan, here to bring you some stories with random themes!Our first
one is based of one of my fanarts, and is inspired by a user''s sidestory! Before we begin, let me give out
a few credits!Zeon Species is (c) Crocdragon89Taro and Tiro are (c) Crocdragon89Kai and Zoe are (c)
WeirdoYoukai is (c) Youkai_exe807Story and Title is inspired of Weirdo''s sidestory, only I did a few
modifications to the story.Z-Tomo-Kun, Z-Dingo and Z-Shanka are based of the original characters by
CAPCOM/ShoPro EntertainmentHere we go!(Note: The zeons will be named without the Z
prefix)-They''''re not gonna hurt you-It''''s been a long afternoon for Tomo-Kun. For the whole day, he
watched over Dingo and Shanka, making sure they wouldn''''t get into any trouble. While Youkai and his
brother Vince were busy working around the tree house, Tomo-Kun kept his eye on the two zeon pups,
like a loyal watchdog. It was the afternoon, and the metal-pawed animal was very tired. Even though he
tried his best to stay awake, he just couldn''''t help himself and he fell asleep. “Hey,“said Dingo to
Shanka. “Tomo-Kun''''s asleep! Let''''s go into the forest while he''''s not looking!“ Shanka didn''''t really
like the idea of going into the forest. “But Dingo,“ said the female zeon. “The forest is dangerous. What
if we get lost or something tries to eat us?“ Dingo, who was eager for the adventure, replied; “Don''''t
worry! If anything goes wrong, I''''ll protect you! Let''''s go!“ Dingo ran of into the forest, while Shanka
was catching up. “Hey, wait up!“ the brown female called as she ran to her friend.After a few minutes of
being in the forest, the two stopped for a small break. It was already getting dark, and Shanka was
getting nervous. “Dingo, I think we should head on back.“ She said nervously “And it''''s getting dark.“
Dingo sighed and answered; “Alright, let''''s...“Dingo paused. “What is it?“ Asked Shanka, still nervous.
Dingo, his eyes fixed on the environment, answered in a serious tone; “Were not alone.“ Meanwhile, in
a large pair of bushes, the two hunters Taro and Tiro, spying on them. Tiro, preparing his gun asked his
partner “You sure Jonny wants these two?“ before Taro can answer, the gun wielding raptor just blurts
out “Screw this, I''''ll just blow ''''em to pieces!“ Taro, who is annoyed by Tiro''''s recklessness, hit him on
the shoulder and snapped “You idiot! If we get these pups to the boss, that means a big, fat bonus for
us!“ The gun wielder grinned at his partner''''s answer and said “Let''''s rock.“ as he aimed his weapon
at the pups.Dingo was still looking for whatever was wrong, when he heard the dim sound of a gun
cocking. His senses snapped, and yelled “Shanka! Watch out!“ At that moment, the hunter fired his gun
repeatedly, and the two zeons moved out of the way just in time. The two raptor hunters rose out of the
bushes, and slowly headed towards Dingo and Shanka. “Well, well, well, what do we have here? Two
earth zeons!“ said Taro as he kicked Dingo to the ground. Jonny''''s gonna love mountin'''' these two on
his wall!“ Tiro said, reloading his gun with more ammo. Dingo knew then that Shanka would be in very
big trouble, so he charged at Tiro and violently bit him on the arm. The raptor growled in pain, and
whacked the black zeon off his arm. Dingo attacked the two many times, but was really injured in a short
amount of time. Dingo was scratched and bleeding, and was too weak to fight. “Shanka...“ said Dingo,
in a weak but serious tone “Run.“ “But...“Shanka said nervously, but before she could finish, Dingo
yelled, “Run now! I''''ll hold these two off, now go!“ Shanka understood and darted off into the bushes.
Taro scoffed. “Oh, runnin'''' off, are we? Tiro, take care of the black one! I''''ll go after the other one.“ He
rushed into the bushes, leaving Tiro to take care of Dingo. Meanwhile, Shanka ran as fast as she can,
until she reached a dead end. She was injured and frightened, as Taro was coming near. Dingo, who
was still fighting with Tiro, realized that Shanka was going to be in big trouble if he didn''''t come to
protect her, so he ran off into the bushes to find his friend. “Heh, runnin'''' off like the other one, eh?“
Tiro scoffed as he ran into the bushes in pursuit of their prize zeon. Shanka was trembling with fear as

Taro was close to her. Dingo then suddenly jumped in front of her to protect her, all bruised, cut and
scratched when both raptors here right in front of them. Dingo growled at them as blood dripped from the
corner of his mouth, but Tiro gave Dingo a swift kick, knocking the black pup two the ground. The gun
wielder aimed his gun at Dingo and Shanka and evilly chuckled “Looks like its game over for you two!“
When the two injured zeons thought is was all over for them, a voice called out “Let those two go!“ The
raptors turned around to see who was there. “Hey,“ snapped Tiro, “Who the hell''''s this nobody?“The
nobody was a crocodile wearing jeans and a white shirt. He answerd “The name''''s Kai, and your going
down!“ Taro scoffed at the newcomer “I''''m shakin''''! What are you gonna do, twerp?“ Kai answered,
“I''''ll show ya! Zoe!“he called. In an instant, a blue zeon with glowing rings aroud it''''s tail ran from the
forest to Kai. Tiro aimed his gun at the blue creature and said “Heh! I''''ll take down that zeon of yours in
seconds!“The raptor fired his gun. But, to his surprise, Zoe deflected his attack with a barrier. “What!?“
Tiro was surprised. “I''''ve never seen a zeon do THAT before!“ Kai grinned and said to his trusty zeon
“Alright Zoe, like we practiced!“ Zoe nodded and jumped into the air. “What the hell is that thing up
to!?“ Taro growled. “DIE!“ Tiro yelled as he fired repeatedly at the blue zeon. Then, Zoe charged up an
attack and shot a laser beam at the two. The hunters here injured, and really pissed off. “Danm it all!
This wasn''''t part of the plan!“ Taro angrily said, panting. “Let''''s get outta here!“ Tire said to his beaten
up partner. Taro agreed that was the best idea, and before they ran off, he said, “You''''ll pay for this!!
Then, the two into raptors disappeared into the forest. Kai gently walked over to Dingo and Shanka.
Dingo was seriously injured, and Shanka clinged on to him, crying. When she looked up at Kai, she
noticed a friendly, trusting look in his eyes. “It''''s alright, now. Those two are gone.“ Shanka knew that
she could trust him. “Come on, I give you a lift home.“ Kai help the two onto Zoe, and the friendly
crocodile brought them home to safety.Meanwhile, back at Youkai''''s place, were Youkai and Vince
were sitting on the front porch, the cat girl asked his brother “Gee, I wonder were Dingo and Shanka
are. I hope there ok.“ Just then, a calm voice asked her “Excuse me, are these Zeons yours?“ Youkai
turned around to find Kai and Zoe, safely caring Dingo and Shanka. “Dingo! Shanka! You''''re alright!“
Youkai haply said with tears in her eyes. The two puppies were very happy to see their owner while they
jumped onto her lap and licked her face. “Thank you for finding them!“ Kai just replied “No problem!
Come on, Zoe, let''''s go!“ The two walked off into the forest, ready for new adventures. The two puppies
ran towards Tomo-Kun, who just woke up. “Hey, it''''s you two.“ He said while he yawned from his long
nap. “What did I miss?“ Dingo and Shanka told Tomo-Kun all about there adventure.END-AUTHOR''''S
NOTES-Holy shoot, I wrote all that? Anyways, credit goes to Weirdo for the original sidestory! I kind of
liked doing this one, even though I had some hard time at some points. I know I made many grammar
and punctuation mistakes (especially when someone is talking), so go easy on me. After all, it''''s been a
very long time since I wrote something decent. Toodles!(Don''''t worry, I''''ll post some more soon.) If the
text seemed to be screwed up(no apostrophes or quotation marks, the paragraphs being separated by
HUGE gaps in the text, the whole text squished together, or other bugs) Then, I''''m sorry, I can''''t do
anything about it. Thats why I''''ll post my fanfics on the PC, not the Mac.PS: Special thanks go to
Weirdo for the awesome sidestory! *Hugs her* EDIT:GOD DAMMIT! The same problem keeps hapening
on the PC! *Bangs head on keybord* -Youkai-Chan
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